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Press Release for Unicorn Capital Partners, LLC
Unicorn Capital Partners, LLC is now accepting capital for Unicorn Macro Fund, LP and Unicorn
Pairs Fund, LP (“the Funds”). For over 3 years, the Funds have been operating in RealTime
ProofofConcept to finetune their riskmanagement, money management and portfolio
management based on their proprietary strategies. This holistic approach enables the Funds to
deliver bestofbreed performance in their respective market sectors. Given the current low yield
and low return investment environment, we provide much needed income for accredited
investors.
Over the past 3 years, Unicorn Macro Fund has generated high returns with high volatility while
Unicorn Pairs Fund has generated consistent returns with low volatility. The two combined
provide high returns with moderate volatility. Given Unicorn Pairs Fund’s consistent returns with
low volatility, Unicorn Capital Partners is guaranteeing a minimum 5% return, netoffees for the
seed investors for one year.
Unicorn Macro Fund applies a global macro strategy by focusing on bonds, currencies and
indexes of economies with advanced central banks, specifically Japan, Europe and the United
States. The Fund relies on proprietary applied mathematics and strict risk & money management
to optimize returns. This holistic approach to portfolio management has enabled the fund to
achieve better than 40% returns in RealTime ProofofConcept over the past 4 years ago. For
detailed information, please visit 
www.unicornfunds.com/
macro
.
Unicorn Pairs Fund 
applies an equity long/short strategy by using its proprietary pairing
coefficient to pair bullish and bearish stocks across different industries and sectors. Since starting
Realtime ProofofConcept 3 years ago, the Fund has generated a better than 20% annualized
returns, netoffees, without using any margin. The Fund has no lockup period  except for the
one year lockup for the seed investors. For detailed information, please visit
www.unicornfunds.com/pairs
.
Thanks to SEC Rule 506(c), Unicorn Capital Partners is able to share information with the public
and provide a safe and transparent investment environment for accredited investors. “It is always
challenging to launch a new fund. In order to thrive in this already crowded industry, we must rise
above the noise and excel at performance,” said Peter del Rio, the managing member of Unicorn
Capital Partners, LLC.
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